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Scentsy products can’t be explained—they have to be experienced. And when you bring 
together friends and fragrance, the sharing, laughing, and reminiscing happens naturally. 
That’s why Scentsy parties are so much fun!

Party games can be a great way to break the ice, increase sales, help a Host prepare for a 
party, and just have fun! The following library lists more than 100 games that you can use and 
customize. If you see an idea listed, don’t hesitate to customize it and make it your own.
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ATTENDANCE BUILDERS
HOST SCAVENGER HUNT
Get your Host in the party spirit by providing them with this list of 30 different types of people. Let your Host know 
that if he or she can get 10 of the types to attend the party, they’ll receive a special gift. Each person counts for only 
one category.

1. A good friend     16. Someone on a diet
2. A relative      17. Someone with size 9 shoes
3. A grandmother     18. A babysitter
4. A co-worker      19. Someone who lives in a corner house
5. Someone with a camper    20. A former neighbor
6. Someone with red hair    21. An Avon salesperson
7. A neighbor      22. Someone who books a party
8. Someone who wears glasses   23. Someone with a cat
9. A person who lives in a blue house   24. An old school friend
10. A person who lives 30 miles from you  25. A mother-to-be
11. A Sunday School teacher    26. Someone with all daughters
12. A secretary      27. Someone with all sons
13. A bowler      28. A teacher
14. Someone with a minivan    29. A person with a green car
15. Someone who just moved    30. A hairdresser



#15 GAME
Build attendance at parties by telling the Host you’ll have special prizes to award at the party if she or he has at 
least 15 guests. Space the gifts throughout the evening. You could give gifts for: 

1. A guest who’s been married 15 years or more
2. A guest who has a total of 15 children and grandchildren
3. A guest who has a total of 15 letters in her first and last name
4. A guest who has a child 15 years old
5. A guest who has a birthday on the 15th of the month 

Be sure to bring enough gifts in case more than one guest qualifies for each 15 you announce.

INTRODUCTIONS/ICEBREAKERS
NAME GAME
Have each guest introduce themselves by using a descriptive adjective that starts with the first letter of their name. 
For example: “I’m delightful Dorothy.” Each person, in turn, tells the names of the people before them and then 
adds their name and adjective. For example, Matt would say, “This is delightful Dorothy and I’m manly Matt.” You 
can arrange it so the Host is the last to name everyone and could receive a small prize.

TRY IT, YOU’LL LIKE IT
Start by introducing the Host and saying something nice about him or her. Then have the Host introduce the 
person on his or her right and say something nice about them. Continue around the room until each person has 
introduced the person next to them and said something nice about that person. 

THE TO-DO LIST
Write the following list on a piece of paper, mixing up the order of the list on each sheet. Exception: Be sure that all 
lists have the same thing for item #7. Pass a list to each guest and ask her to do each action on her list in the order in 
which it is listed.

1. Shake hands with 5 people
2. Say your name loudly
3. Look out the front door
4. Introduce yourself to the Scentsy Consultant
5. Flap your wings like a bird
6. Take off your right shoe and leave it in the center of the room
**7** THIS IS NUMBER 7 on each list. Go to the display, choose a product, and take it back to your seat.
 
After all guests have chosen their items, choose a guest go to center of the room, put her shoe back on her foot, 
tell the other guests why she chose the item she has, and present it. Each guest receives a prize.

BALLON (ICE) BREAKER GAME
As guests enter, have each pick out a balloon from a bowl. When you’re ready to start the party, explain that the 
first person to blow up their balloon, tie it, sit on it and pop it will win a free gift. This is a great icebreaker for any 
group; it gets everyone up and laughing!

PASS THE BAG
Put a fun Scentsy item in a brown paper bag and staple it shut—no peeking. Give it to the first guest to arrive. After 
everyone has arrived, have the guest with the bag pass it to a person who matches the first description on the list 
below (and so on). The person left holding the bag at the end of the list gets to keep the prize.
 



PASS THE BAG (cont’d)
1. Person with the most buttons
2. Person with the smallest shoe size
3. Person with the largest earrings
4. Person with the most children
5. Person who’s been married the longest
6. Person with the youngest child
7. The tallest person
8. The last person to arrive at the party
9. The person with the most letters in their full name (first, middle, and last)
10. Person on their right

DON’T SAY IT
When guests arrive, give each a clothespin and instruct them not to say the word “Scentsy” (or other buzzword 
of your choice) during the entire party. If someone catches another person saying the word, the “catcher” gets to 
take the offender’s clothespin. At the end of the party, the person with the most clothespins wins a prize.

SCENTSY PARTY MAD LIBS
Ask guests for one noun and 11 adjectives and then fill in the blanks. 

Hello, I represent __[NOUN]___, the _____ company in the world. We sell the _____ products. I am very pleased to be in 
this _____ home tonight. We must admit, we have a _____ Host. Of all the groups I have ever held a party with, you are 
by far the _____. And once again, I want to thank our _____ Host for inviting me into her home this evening. I’m sure 
that by the end of the evening, you will agree I am the _____ Consultant you have ever met. I hope that you’ll have 
such a good time tonight you’ll want to invite me into your _____ home, so that you can receive some of our _____ 
merchandise free, too. Now I will continue with our presentation because, afterwards, our _____ Host will be serving 
some _____ refreshments.

DOOR PRIZE GAMES
PEN GAME
Use this game to select a door prize. Put small labels—each featuring a different number—on your pens. At the 
beginning of your presentation, ask guests to write their pen number on their order form and circle it. At the end of 
the presentation, collect all the pens and have your Host pick one. The matching number wins. This is also a great 
way to get your pens back!

GIFT IN A BALLOON
As each guest arrives, hand them a balloon and say “This is yours for the evening. Hang onto it and don’t trade it 
away. You may be holding the special balloon!” If guests ask questions about what’s inside, just smile! When you 
open the party, casually remind guests to hang onto their balloons, letting them know they own the balloon and 
the gift inside. When you reach the point in your party when you talk about booking a party, say, “Ok, you all have 
your balloons, and by now you’ve figured out there’s a special gift inside from me! If you decide to book a party 
this evening, the gift is yours and you may pop your balloon to discover what you’ve won; otherwise you must 
return the balloon to me. If three of you pop your balloons, then the Host gets to pop his/hers as well.” 

There won’t be a person in the room who isn’t dying to know what their prize is...and not a single one who wants 
to give her balloon back. And your Host will also want to pop hers to see what her mystery prize is, so she will work 
to get others to pop theirs. Guests must bring their balloon to you with their order and pop the balloon with you. It 
works! 



GIFT IN A BALLOON (cont’d)
You can choose what items to put inside the balloons. Decide how much you’re willing to spend to “buy” a show, 
and then select items from the catalog using that figure as a base. 

GIFT DRAWING 
Tell your guest that for every $20 (or other amount you determine) they spend with you, their name goes into a 
drawing for a free gift. Choose fun, inexpensive gifts like Scent Circles™ or Travel Tins™.

FIRST TO ARRIVE AT THIS NUMBER
Choose a number based on the date or the party time, and give a prize to the first person whose party order totals 
at least this number. For instance, at a party on the 21st of the month, the first guest to turn in an order of at least 
$21 (before tax and shipping) wins. 

SELLING SCENTSY GAMES
THE SCENTSY STORY GAME
Hand a guest a Scent Circle™ and ask them to pass it to the person on their right each time you say “Scentsy” or a 
word with “Scentsy” in it as you read the story below. The last one with the Scent Circle gets to keep it!

Here’s the story:  

Scentsy was started in Centerville, Utah, in July 2003 by Colette Gunnell and Kara Egan. Colette and Kara were 
both stay-at-home moms looking for a safer alternative to candles. Orville Thompson encountered the small 
company at a home show in early 2004 and brought some samples home. Orville and his wife Heidi were intrigued 
by the powerful emotions and memories the fragrances brought to the surface without the dangers of a burning 
candle. Orville and Heidi purchased Scentsy and relocated it to Meridian, Idaho, where it continues to grow very 
rapidly. Scentsy experienced a 400% increase in each of its first three years of operation. 

In 2010, Scentsy was named the number one consumer-products company on the Inc. 500 list and the number of 
current Scentsy Independent Consultants hit the 100,000 mark. Scentsy Consultants share the Scentsy experience 
throughout the United States, Puerto Rico, Guam, Canada, and in 2011, Scentsy expanded into Europe. 

Authentic Scentsy bars contain highly scented wax, made especially for authentic Scentsy warmers. They are 
leadless, wickless, flameless, and smokeless. Authentic Scentsy warmers are electric, and wax is heated by a low-
watt light bulb. An on/off switch is conveniently located on the cord. Scentsy warmers also make excellent night-
lights!

You can order Scentsy warmers and highly scented wax bars at any Scentsy party. Better yet, when you schedule a 
Scentsy party in your home or take a Scentsy basket party to work, you can earn free Scentsy products and other 
generous Scentsy Host Rewards.

If you’re interested in an unlimited income potential, you like people, and you love Scentsy, I’ll be happy to talk to 
you after the party about becoming a Scentsy Consultant!

Now, enjoy this “scentsational” Scentsy party, the other Scentsy guests, your “scentsationally” charming Scentsy 
Host, and most important, your authentic Scentsy warmers and the wide variety of Scentsy fragrances and other 
products.



GUEST DEMOS
Distribute catalogs before your presentation. As you present each item, have guests try to locate it in the catalog. 
Give the first guest to find it and stand up and tell about it (item number, price, etc.) a candy kiss or something 
small. Let the presenters know they could do this for money by signing up to be a Scentsy Independent 
Consultant! 

SCENTSY SEARCH GAME
This is a great way to have guests browse through all the products in the catalog. 

Choose an item in your display that is small and not prominently displayed in the catalog. Name and describe it for 
the guests. The first person to find it wins that item. 

SCENTSY SCRAMBLE 
Write scrambled Scentsy words on a piece of posterboard and place it in front of your display table. When you give 
a signal, have guests race to unscramble the words. Here are some examples:

1. UNLATSNTOC (Consultant)
2. ESCLCEINRTC (Scent Circle)
3. YOOSRRPMA (Room spray)
4. IGFT (Gift) 
5. TBNSYCARE (Scentsy bar)
6. RAESRMW (Warmers)
7. BYKAER (Bakery)
8. TSYCVSEEOARNTSF (Scentsy favorites)
9. THSO (Host)
10. OJIN (Join)

FAVORITE FRAGRANCES 
Have one guest start by telling what their favorite Scentsy scent is. The next person repeats the first person’s 
favorite scent and then adds theirs. See if you can get around the room with everyone remembering all the 
previous players’ scents.

ASK ME ABOUT MY JOB
You’ll need two sets of playing cards. Make 12 sets of matching pairs using cards from each deck. 

Have the guests ask you 12 things about your job. For each question, give one card of a matching pair to the 
inquirer and drop the other matching card into a drawing box. At the end, draw one card. The person holding the 
matching card wins a prize.

SCENTSY Q&A
Have fake money and several small prizes on hand. Hold a Q&A session and, for each question a guest asks you 
about a product, being an Independent Consultant, or hosting a party, give them a fake $100 bill to spend on 
prizes after the session. 

GUESS THE SCENT
Have guests close their eyes as you pass around a Scentsy bar. After the bar goes around, either ask guests to write 
down what they think the scent is or shout out the answer. The guest with the most correct answers wins!

SCENTSY WORD GAME
Have guests make as many words as they can from the word SCENTSY. The guest with the most words wins. 



SCENTSY BRAINSTORM
Select an item from your kit and have guests brainstorm ways to use it other than the way it was intended. The one 
with the most “suggestions” wins! 

This can get really fun and help sell an item!

RIGHT FAMILY LEFT/RIGHT GAME
Left/Right games are lots of fun and always get guests laughing. There are a few ways to play; read the variations 
and decide which will best fit your style or that of the group you’re entertaining.

Props: Use a wrapped gift or a gift bag with either a gift inside or a piece of paper that says “winner.” Variation #1 is 
to have one gift/bag for each guest (but not each “gift” or bag will have a gift inside, though); Variation #2 is to use 
only enough gifts/bags proportionate to the size of the crowd.

To play the game, tell guests you’re going to read a story and that, every time they hear the word “right” or “left,” 
they must pass their gift/bag in that direction. 

Here’s the story:

The RIGHT family had just finished dinner. “I’m going to look for a job,” said mother RIGHT. “There’s no money 
LEFT in the savings account and with school clothes and Christmas RIGHT around the corner, I don’t know how 
we’ll manage.” “A job?” asked Sue RIGHT. “But who will pick me up after school and drive me to soccer and boy 
scouts?” Billy RIGHT asked Mother RIGHT as he LEFT the kitchen. Mother RIGHT said to Father RIGHT, “I’ll find 
something part-time that I can work RIGHT around the kids’ busy schedules.” The telephone rang and Father 
RIGHT LEFT to answer it. He rushed back into the kitchen and told Mother RIGHT that it was Aunt Mary RIGHT on 
the phone wanting to let her know she just LEFT an interview and was coming RIGHT over to tell her about it. Aunt 
Mary RIGHT arrived and Mother RIGHT LEFT the dishes in the sink to join her in the living room. “I’ve just joined 
Scentsy,” said Aunt Mary RIGHT as she handed Mother RIGHT the Scentsy catalog. “As a Scentsy Consultant, I not 
only book and present at parties, but I also sponsor other consultants to sell our merchandise. You could earn 
free merchandise if you host a party,” Aunt Mary RIGHT said. “I’d appreciate it if you’d let me know of anyone who 
might like to earn some extra money, too. It’s a fun, flexible job that can be worked RIGHT around the busiest 
schedules,” said Aunt Mary RIGHT as she LEFT to rush home to call a few friends about the opportunities she 
had to offer! Sue RIGHT, Billy RIGHT, and Father RIGHT were looking at the catalogs LEFT by Aunt Mary RIGHT and 
Mother RIGHT was reading about becoming a consultant. The RIGHT family was very impressed and interested 
in the Scentsy opportunity! The entire RIGHT family went to bed that night thinking about their favorite scents 
and Aunt Mary RIGHT.  Sue RIGHT thought about the great Host Rewards she could earn, Father RIGHT thought 
about the vacations they could afford, and Mother RIGHT thought about the extra money she could earn as a 
Consultant. She had LEFT the catalogs on the table near the phone so she could call Aunt Mary RIGHT in the 
morning with some questions. This is all that’s LEFT of our story, except we hope that you do the RIGHT thing and 
book a party or become a consultant...isn’t that RIGHT? 

LOOK AND BOOK
Help your guests visualize the benefits of hosting a Scentsy party! Pick a guest seated in a fairly large chair and start 
piling on the free merchandise she or he could earn with a $500 party. Ask another guest to keep a total of how 
much the possible Host Rewards add up to.

BLUE LIGHT SPECIAL
This game is based on the famous K-mart concept. Build excitement by setting a timer when you begin 
demonstrating your products. The item you’re holding when the timer buzzes is on sale for the duration of the 
party.



SPELL DOWN 
Have all guests stand. The first person says the first letter in “Scentsy” (S), the second person says the second letter 
(c), etc. Each time someone says a vowel, they must sit down. Continue spelling the company name until only one 
guest (the winner) is left standing. 

ARE YOU LISTENING?
Change this game a little if you have repeat guests. Talk about yourself: Give your name, the names of your 
significant other and your children, share how long you’ve been married, how long you’ve been selling Scentsy, 
your fundraising sales total from last year (opens the door to talk about fundraisers), trips you’ve taken, etc. Do 
this while passing out catalogs and pieces of paper, and just casually walking around. When you finish with your 
speech, ask guests to write down your husband’s name on the sheet of paper you’ve given them. You’ll hear 
several guests admit they weren’t listening—and you’ll now have their attention for the rest of the party! 

“FREE” GAME
This game really keeps the group’s complete attention—they’re sure to hang on your every word! Supplies needed: 
two or more decks of cards and your imagination.

At the beginning of your presentation, tell all guests that the first person who yells out “I want it” when you say 
the word “free” will get a card. Tell them to keep cards face down and not to peek. At the end of the presentation, 
you’ll have the guests total their points as follows, and the guest with the highest score wins.

2-10: Worth face value
Jacks, Queens, Kings: 25 points
Aces: 50 points
 
Be sure to mention the word “free” as many times as possible during your presentation. Use phrases such as: 
“You will receive FREE merchandise if you host a party…”; “This warmer will look great in that FREE spot on your 
coffee table...”; “…when you have FREE time…”; “…wouldn’t you like this for FREE…” It’s fun to trick guests, too. 
For example, flip to a page on your flipchart with “free” written on it—but substitute the words “at no cost.” You’ll 
inevitably have a few guests jump the gun. If you can’t tell who says the word first, give cards to anyone who says it.

GAMES THAT ADD UP
For these fun and easy math games, have your guests add up their points, and give a small prize to the highest 
scorer.

POINTS POEM
I wonder who came here from afar, 
Give yourself 5 if you came by car.
Were you on time? Not a minute late?
Punctuality pays, so give yourself 8.
A necklace gives you 5, and earrings 3.
Glasses are 9 more when they are on you,
10 points more if your eyes are blue.
Score yourself 5 if you wear any pink,
But take away 10 if you left dishes in the sink.
Count all your buttons, each gives you 1,
Except if they’re white, and then you get none.
Each bow is 1 point, but safety pins are taboo,
So, for each one you’re wearing, take away 2.



POINTS POEM (cont’d)
Open-toe shoes are quite fine,
So give yourself 10 if you’re wearing that kind.
Now here’s a chance to score you better: 
Add 6 points if you’re wearing a sweater.
1 point for each year that you have been wed,
But take away 5 if your hair is red.
Now daughters are sweet, and on that we agree,
So, for each one you have, you may now add 3.
But when adding up points, boys are worth more,
So, for each one of your sons, go ahead and add 4.
If you kissed your husband or boyfriend today, add 12,
But into your personal life I must delve:
If you kissed them both, you must subtract 20,
Because you’re in trouble and trouble aplenty.
Now that’s all there is, so total your score,
(Except if you’re a special friend, there’s more).
It’s a 50-point bonus for V.I.P.
If you’ll be a Host for Scentsy and me!

NUMBERS GAME 
Have a few additional small gifts on hand for #5.

1. Give yourself 1 point for every year of your age. 
2. Give yourself 25 points if you’re wearing blue today. 
3. Give yourself 1 point for every piece of jewelry you’re wearing. 
4. Give yourself 10 points if you’re wearing contacts and 15 if you’re wearing glasses. 
5. Give yourself 40 points if you brought a guest with you today. (At this time, hand the guest a small gift for  
 bringing a friend.) 
6. Give yourself 15 points if you drove more than 15 miles to get here today. 
7. Give yourself 30 points if you’re having a great time. (Say, “I want to see everyone writing!”) 
8. Give yourself 50 points if you plan on booking a party today so your Host can earn Host Rewards. 
9. Give yourself 25 points for each checkbook with you tonight. 
10. Give yourself 10 points for EVERY credit card you have with you tonight and remember Scentsy accepts   
 VISA, MasterCard, American Express, and Discover. 

HAVE YOU EVER?
Have you ever:

1. Locked yourself out of the house? (20 points)
2. Lost any of your family while shopping? (15 points)
3. Put something in the refrigerator that doesn’t belong there? (30 points)
4. Turned white clothes a different color in the wash? (35 points)
5. Gone away and left the iron or coffee pot on, come all the way home, and found it was really off?
 (50 points)
6. Had a zipper break when you were out somewhere? (15 points)
7. Put on a pair of nylons with a run in them and pretended it just happened? (10 points)
8. Put on two different socks or shoes and not realized it until you were out? (75 points)
9. Taken a bath and left the towels in the closet? (20 points)
10. Called someone on the phone and forgot who you were calling? (40 points)



HAVE YOU EVER? (cont’d)
11. Called any member of your family by another name? (20 points)
12. Put your heel though the hem of a dress? (20 points)
13. Remembered an appointment after it was too late? (15 points)
14. Been ready to bathe and found no hot water? (25 points)
15. Fallen up the stairs? (35 points)
16. Gone shopping and discovered you didn’t bring any money with you? (50 points)
17. Driven away from somewhere while a member of your party wasn’t in the car? (35 points)
18. Locked your keys in the car? (10 points)
19. Got into the car to go somewhere and forgot where you were going? (20 points)
20. Put something in the oven to bake and forgot about it? (35 points)
21. Woke up in the morning and didn’t know where you were? (40 points)

PINCH A PENNY GAME 
Have guests put all the coins from their purses or wallets in their laps, then award points as follows: 

1. 1 point for each penny 
2. 25 points if you have no pennies 
3. 5 points for each penny minted between 1980 and 1985 
4. 10 points for each penny minted prior to 1965 
5. 2 points for each nickel 
6. 3 points for each dime 
7. 4 points for each quarter 
8. 10 points if you have at least 1 penny, 1 nickel, 1 dime, and 1 quarter 
9. 5 points if you have at least a total of one dollar in change 
10. 5 points for each foreign coin 

RECRUITING GAME
If any selling you have done before, put down 10 as the start of your score.
If you have a car and are able to drive, the thing you must do is just add 5.
A little spare time will add to your score; for this you may add 15 more.
If you like people and think they are grand, add 6 more to see where you stand.
Add 10 points if you think parties are fun, and when you add this you are almost done.
If you score the highest, it is plain to see, a Scentsy Consultant is what you should be.

HOW GREEN ARE YOU?
1. Do you have a green house? (10 points)
2. Do you own a green car? (5 points)
3. Are you wearing green? (15 points)
4. Do you have green eyes? (20 points)
5. Do you own a green rug?(5 points)
6. Do you own a green ring? (10 points)
7. Do you own a green chair? (10 points)
8. Do you have green Tupperware? (25 points)
9. Do you have greenbacks (cash) in your purse/wallet? (5 points for each bill)
10. Do you own green shoes? (5 points for each pair)
11. Are you “green with envy today,” and would like to find out more about being a Scentsy Consultant?  
 (50 points)



GAME SHOWS/AUCTIONS/BINGO
THE PRICE IS RIGHT
This game is a great way to show off Scentsy products. Display four Scentsy items and put incorrect prices next to 
each. Have guests match the prices with the correct items. You can even base the whole party on a Price is Right 
theme and have “commercials” for booking gifts, Host Rewards, and more. 

To get everybody involved, put all guest names in a hat or bowl and draw four names. These four guests “bid” on 
an item (guess the price), and the person who comes closest gets to play the game. Repeat as many times as you’d 
like to play the game.

SCENTSY ITEMS AUCTION 
Auction parties are used to increase sales and bookings and encourage prompt payment. You’ll need play money 
and wrapped prizes (two for every five guests). 

Once everyone has placed their Scentsy orders, distribute the money as follows and then begin auctioning off the 
wrapped items. The highest bidder gets the item.
 
$100 for attending the party
$200 for bringing a friend
$100 for placing an order
$200 for an order over $40
$200 for paying for the order at the party
$200 for booking a party
$300 for booking a party to be held within two weeks
$500 for requesting information about becoming a Scentsy Consultant

BINGO
Put a few prizes on display. Using a child’s bingo set, give each guest a card and some disks. Start at one end of the 
room and have each guest call a number that she needs. The first guest to get a bingo wins. 

These variations can add even more fun and help you achieve your party goals:
1) The guests may cover their Free Space only if they book a party. 
2) Guests may earn additional cards if they’ve hit certain order totals (set dollar-amount qualifications 
beforehand).
3) Pass it on Bingo: After each number is called, guests must pass their card to the person on their right.

HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW?
HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW YOUR HOST? 
Have the guests answer the following questions about their Host (or bride-to-be if at a bridal shower). Have the 
Host help to check the answers. The guest with the most correct answers could win a small prize.

1. Middle name 
2. Birth date 
3. Age 
4. State where she/he was born 
5. Favorite food 
6. Last place she/he went out to eat 
7. Least favorite house chore 



HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW YOUR HOST? (cont’d)
8. Type of car she/he drives
9. Favorite color 
10. Number of children 
11. Favorite type of music 
12. Drinks the most of
13. Number of brothers and sisters
14. Dream vacation destination
15. What she/he ate for breakfast

HOST FAVORITES
Have the guests answer the following questions about their Host (or bride-to-be if at a bridal shower). Have the 
Host help to check the answers. The guest with the most correct answers could win a small prize.

1. Favorite color 
2. Favorite cake 
3. Favorite song
4. Favorite ice cream
5. Favorite city
6. Favorite state
7. Favorite car
8. Favorite TV show

TIC TAC TOE
SCENTSY TIC TAC TOE
Tape a piece of paper—each with a different Scentsy item written on it—to each guest’s back. Then have guests 
draw a Tic Tac Toe square on a separate sheet of paper and circulate throughout the room, filling all nine of their 
squares with the names of items found on the other guests’ backs. When everybody has finished, play Tic Tac Toe 
“bingo” by calling off names of the items. The first guest to complete a straight line wins.

As an alternative, have guests cross off items as you present them during your demo.

SCENTSY TIC TAC TOE II
Have guests draw a Tic Tac Toe square on a piece of paper and write down the names of any nine items you have 
on display in the squares. Guests should mark off their items as you demo them during the presentation. The first 
guest to get three in a row and stand and shout “Tic Tac Toe” wins a prize!

GUEST LIST GAMES
THE PEOPLE YOU KNOW 
Have each guest write the names of two friends, two relatives, two co-workers, two neighbors, and two members 
of their church or gym. Award a prize to the first person finished. After everyone is finished, tell them they’ve just 
made a guest list for a home (or basket) party!

GUESSING/TRIVIA/RIDDLE GAMES 
This section contains tons of fun trivia games and riddles sure to keep your guests guessing. If you’re so inclined, 
you can give small prizes to the winners. Feel free to mix it up, awarding prizes to the guest with the most correct 
answers or the fewest correct, the first one finished or the last one finished. You decide! 



GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Before the party, write down a list of 20 gift-giving occasions. Then, before your demonstration, ask guests to write 
down 10 of their own. Call out occasions from your list and have guests check them off if they have them listed. 
The first one to check off all occasions on their list wins. The game serves as the perfect opener for your demo, 
during which you can point out that Scentsy products are authentic, affordable options for all gifting occasions.

Note: Start with more obscure occasions, and end with the most common. 

WHICH CAKE?
Guess the type of cake based on the clues below: 

1. Light as a feather (Angel Food)
2. Bugs Bunny’s delight (Carrot Cake)
3. Dark wood (Black Forest)
4. Satan’s meal (Devil’s Food)
5. Crazy or nuts (Fruit Cake)
6. Sweets from abroad (German Chocolate)
7. Comes from the bottom of the sea (Sponge)
8. Sunkist (Orange)
9. Dairy product (Cheese/Butter)
10. Herbs (Spice)
11. Vanna’s choice (White)
12. Coward (Yellow)
13. 16 ounces (Pound)

THINGS IN COMMON 
Guess what these pairs have in common:

1. Ghosts and beds (Sheets)
2. Stereo and House of Representatives (Speakers)
3. Tree and body (Limbs)
4. Needle and potato (Eyes)
5. Baseball and cake (Batter)
6. Alphabet and mail (Letters)
7. Corn and face (Ears)
8. Yardstick and you (Feet)
9. Banker and baker (Dough) 

BLACK MAGIC 
Answers to these clues all contain the color black.

1. Police weapon (Blackjack)
2. Famous horse (Black Beauty)
3. To purchase illegally (Black market)
4. To extort money (Blackmail)
5. Bad member of a family (Black sheep)
6. A flower (Black-eyed Susan)
7. Detective of old TV series (Boston Blackie)
8. Man who makes horseshoes (Blacksmith)
9. Famous pirate (Black beard)
10. 14th century disease (Black Plague)
11. Indian tribe (Blackfoot)



DO YOU KNOW YOUR NURSERY RHYMES?
Guess the nursery rhymes from which these lines are taken:

1. Come blow your horn (Little Boy Blue)
2. The mouse ran up the clock (Hickory Dickory Dock)
3. He licked the platter clean (Jack Spratt)
4. A merry old soul was he (Old King Cole)
5. Yes sir, Yes sir, Three bags full (Baa Baa Black Sheep)
6. Met a pieman going to the fair (Simple Simon)
7. How does your garden grow? (Mary, Mary Quite Contrary)
8. His name was Dapple Grey (I Had a Little Pony)
9. All the King’s horses (Humpty Dumpty)
10. I’ve been in London (Pussycat, Pussycat)

NAME THE SEVEN DWARFS
It’s easy enough to name six of them, but see for yourself—the seventh one is usually elusive! 

Bashful, Doc, Sleepy, Sneezy, Happy, Grumpy, and Dopey

MOTHER GOOSE’S FRONT-PAGE HEADLINES 
Guess the well-known nursery rhymes behind these headlines:

1. Farmer’s Wife Attacked by Rodents (Three Blind Mice)
2. King’s Men Fail to Revive Crash Victim (Humpty Dumpty)
3. Man’s Request for Taste of Pastry Denied (Simple Simon)
4. Violinists Give Command Performance for King (Old King Cole)
5. Wedded Pair Have Hearty Appetites (Jack Spratt)
6. Survey Discloses Adequate Wool Supply (Baa, Baa Black Sheep)
7. Girl Frightened by Spider (Little Miss Muffet)
8. Boy Kisses Girls Then Flees (Georgie Porgie)
9. Rodent Horrified as Clock Strikes the Hour (Hickory Dickory Dock)
10. Woman Lacks Food, Dog Starves (Old Mother Hubbard)
11. Big Thief Punished (Tom, Tom the Piper’s Son)
12. Archer Confesses! Murder Solved (Cock Robin)
13. Unusual Pie Served to Royalty (Sing a Song of Sixpence)
14. Lost Sheep Able to Find Way Home (Little Bo Peep)
15. Cat Terrifies Mouse in Royal Palace (Pussy Cat, Pussy Cat)

WHICH INSECT?
Guess which insect:

1. Lives in a hill? (Ant) 
2. Has a colored coat? (Yellow jacket) 
3. Is always sweet? (Honey bee)
4. Is named for a month? (June bug) 
5. Is a food? (Butterfly)
6. Is a colored fish? (Silverfish)
7. Has good manners? (Lady bug)
8. Is a monster? (Dragonfly)
9. Is used to build roads? (Caterpillar)
10. Is slang for a punch? (Slug)



BODY PARTS
Guess which body part matches the clues below.

1. Something to keep tools in (Chest)
2. Type of macaroni (Elbow)
3. Part of an apple (Skin)
4. Grown on a cornstalk (Ears)
5. Tropical trees (Palms)
6. Edge of a saw (Teeth)
7. Used by carpenters (Nails)
8. Part of a clock  (Hands or face)
9. What dogs bury (Bones)
10. Branches of a tree (Limbs)
11. A cad or jerk (Heel)
12. Place of worship (Temple)
13. Used on Valentine’s Day (Heart)
14. The tortoise’s opponent (The Hair)
15. A shellfish (Muscle)
16. Part of a river (Mouth)
17. Horses sometimes win by this (Nose)
18. You can see it in a slab of marble (Veins)
19. Part of a hurricane (Eye)
20. 24 inches (2 feet)
21. Tugboat’s duty (Toe)
22. Wrigley’s (Gum)

RHYME TIME 
Convert each phrase below into two words that rhyme. For example, happy father = glad dad.

1. Naughty boy (Bad lad)
2. Small skinny horse (Bony pony)
3. Antique seat (Rare chair)
4. Delicious fudge (Dandy candy)
5. Large hog (Big pig)
6. Smooth hen (Slick chick)
7. Irritated employer (Cross boss)
8. Loafing flower (Lazy daisy) 
9. Ordinary walking stick (Plain cane)
10. 300-watt bulb (Bright light)
11. Fine orchestra (Grand band)
12. Small frankfurter (Teeny weenie)
13. Saturday for school children (Play day)
14. Comical rabbit (Funny bunny)
15. Overweight rodent (Fat rat)
 
KNOW YOUR TOYS
1. Part of a wedding veil (Train)
2. The upper-most part (Top) 
3. Formal dance (Ball) 
4. To pamper (Baby doll) 



KNOW YOUR TOYS (cont’d)
5. Wild animals hunted for sport (Game) 
6. Unit of a city street (Block)
7. To engage beforehand (Book) 
8. Move to and fro (Swing)
9. To perplex or bewilder (Puzzle) 
10. A vehicle (Car or Truck) 

QUANTUM LEAP
Read the following and have the guests make a mark on a piece of paper every time they hear the name of a TV 
show. The one closest to the correct total wins!

I was THIRTY SOMETHING, living through THE WONDER YEARS with my FAMILY and my husband, taking ONE DAY 
AT A TIME. We were doing okay, but THE FACTS OF LIFE were that we were not born with SILVER SPOONS in our 
mouths. Our savings were in JEOPARDY and we didn’t want to be in debt for the rest of the DAYS OF OUR LIVES. I 
finally told my husband, “It’s time to get out of THIS OLD HOUSE or at least make some HOME IMPROVEMENTS. I 
don’t want to start a FAMILY FEUD, but I’m YOUNG AND RESTLESS and I want to contribute to the family finances. 
It’s time for me to GET SMART. Don’t be THE CRITIC, I’m IN SEARCH OF / AMERICA’S MOST WANTED job!”

FAMILY MATTERS to me and I don’t want to miss out on PRIME TIME with the kids by hiring THE NANNY.  Scentsy 
offers a great opportunity. THE PRICE IS RIGHT—a very small investment! Part-time work with full-time pay! And 
WHO’S THE BOSS? I am! But could I get up in front of a FULL HOUSE of PERFECT STRANGERS for 60 MINUTES and 
tell them how to take home their BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL Scentsy products and become DESIGNING WOMEN? 
“Sure,” my Director said. “We’ll be here to COACH you and if you need a GUIDING LIGHT, just call!”
Of course, I have experienced some GROWING PAINS, but I was able to spread my WINGS and watch my business 
BLOSSOM. Scentsy has made me feel I am part of A-TEAM. I have GOOD TIMES at home with ALL MY CHILDREN. 
My family has extra income and we’ve even added PICKET FENCES! My husband CHEERS when my weekly 
paycheck arrives!

Soon, I’LL FLY AWAY to PARADISE...a dream vacation for which Scentsy will pay. My husband and I will be like 
HONEYMOONERS again, sharing HAPPY DAYS in ANOTHER WORLD. Scentsy may not be for everyone; as they 
say—DIFF’RENT STROKES for different folks! But, if you are MARRIED WITH CHILDREN and have strong FAMILY TIES, 
I highly recommend Scentsy to you!

There are 44 TV shows named.

TV COUPLES
Write down the last names of 20 famous TV couples. Allow about five minutes for your guests to fill in the first 
names. When time is up, read the first names and the TV show they were from. The guest with the most correct 
answers wins! 

THEME SONGS FROM TV SHOWS
Below are the first lines to theme songs from well-known TV shows. How many can your guests name?

1. Come and knock on your door (Three’s Company)
2. Welcome back—your dreams were your ticket out (Welcome Back, Kotter)
3. Baby if you’ve ever wondered, wondered whatever became of me (WKRP in Cincinnati)
4. Here we come, walkin’ down the street (Monkees)
5. Diamonds, Daisies, Snowflakes (That Girl)
6. I used to be sad, I used to be shy (Alice)



THEME SONGS FROM TV SHOWS (cont’d)
7. Boy the way Glenn Miller played (All in the Family)
8. Let the time flow, let the love grow (Angie)
9. Chico, don’t be discouraged (Chico and the Man)
10. Now the world don’t move to the beat of just one drum (Diff’rent Strokes)
11. Well, we’re movin’ on up (The Jeffersons)
12. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 (Laverne & Shirley)
13. Love, exciting and new (The Love Boat)
14. Lady Godiva was a freedom rider (Maude)
15. This is it, this is it (One Day at a Time)
16. Hello, world, here’s a song that we’re singing (The Partridge Family)
17. Making your way in the world today takes everything you got (Cheers)
18. You take the good, you take the bad, you take them both and then you get… (The Facts of Life)
19. Whatever happened to predictability? (Full House)
20. Look at what’s happened to me, I can’t believe it myself (Greatest American Hero)
21. Show me that smile again, show me that smile (Growing Pains)
22. I’ve been down this road, walking the line that’s painted by pride (Aly McBeal)
23. Don’t go to bed with no price on your head (Baretta)
24. There’s a magic in the early morning we found (Eight is Enough)
25. Well, I’m not the kind to kiss and tell, but I’ve been seen with Farrah (The Fall Guy)
26. Some walk by night, some fly by day (Moonlighting)

DETERGENT AND SOAP QUIZ
Have guests list all detergents and soaps named in the following story. There are 19.

With JOY in my heart, I made a DASH for the mailbox. What a THRILL to find that my package had arrived. Giving 
a SHOUT, I raced into the house like Haley’s COMET. “Why ALL the excitement?” asked my husband. “If you’d use 
some of that energy to keep the house SPIC ‘N SPAN and get the laundry done, I might have enough clean clothes 
to TIDE me over.” “So, you think housework is a BREEZE,” I retorted. “Here’s the WHISK broom...now, why don’t you 
climb down from your IVORY tower and give me a hand?” “And, as for the laundry, I thought I WOODBURY it in the 
backyard.” “One more BOLD remark like that,” he replied, “and I’m going to DIAL the dress shop and cancel the 
order on your new CHIFFON dress. How DUZ that strike you?”  “Not on your LIFEBOUY,” I said grabbing the phone 
from his hand. “I was only teasing you, SWEETHEART,” he said. “Now, go and open your package to CHEER you up.”

CANDY GAME
1. What bees make (Bit-O-Honey)
2. Round flotation devices (Life Savers)
3. Happy cattleman (Jolly Rancher)
4. Classical concert (Symphony)
5. Pleasingly plump (Chunky)
6. Academic outcasts (Nerds)
7. Not a Big Mac (Whoppers)
8. A feline (Kit Kat)
9. Charlie Brown’s friend (Peppermint Patty)
10. Present and past (Now and Later)
11. Sun explosion (Starburst)
12. Jackpot payout (100,000 Bar)



MYSTERY PACKAGE 
Wrap an unusually shaped gift in a pretty package. When all the guests are seated—or if you’re waiting for the last 
few guests to arrive—pass the gift around. Instruct the guests to feel it and write down what they think is inside. 
They should be very specific. For example, if they think it’s a candle, they should write the color of the candle. 

If you use an item from the catalog, have the guests reveal their answer after you conclude your presentation. The 
guest whose guess is closest to the actual item is the winner.

PIE GAME 
Have guests write down the names of four pies. Call off names of pies one at a time from your own, longer list, and 
have guests with that pie listed call out, “I ate it.” The first one to mark off all four pies on their list and say, “I ate the 
whole thing” wins a prize. 

Here are some pie examples: Banana Cream, Pumpkin, Mince Meat, Cherry, Blackberry, Chocolate, Apple, Egg 
Custard, Pecan, Sweet Potato, Peach, Lemon Meringue, Coconut Cream, Raisin, Blueberry 

JUST FOR FUN GAMES
BARNYARD ANIMAL GAME
On a slip of paper, have everyone write down their favorite barnyard animal (but NOT the rooster) and five 
different numbers between 1-20 (depending on the group size). 

Start calling out numbers. When someone hears any of their numbers called, they have to make the sound of the 
animal on their paper. Barnyard animals are not shy, so there should be a lot of loud sounds. When a guest has had 
all five of their numbers called out, they win. BUT they have to stand up, bend their knees, flap their “wings,” and 
crow like a rooster to receive their prize.

SUCK THOSE BEANS
This game works well if you have a lively crowd (or if you’d like to liven them up). Give everyone a straw; 10 large 
dried lima beans (or dried peas, M&Ms, or any small object that can be held at the end of a straw); a small paper 
cup; and a manila folder. 

Have everyone put the straw in their mouths, dump their beans onto their folder, put the cup right side up on the 
folder; and then hold the folder with both hands. At the count of three, everyone must start sucking so that a bean 
hangs onto the bottom of the straw, and keep sucking as they move the bean over the cup and drop it in. Everyone 
must keep both hands on their folders; no laps or tables allowed! First one to get all 10 beans in their cup wins!

OUT WITH THE OLD
Give each guest an index card and tell them to list a household item they would like to get rid of and five reasons 
why they want to get rid of it. After everyone is done writing, tell them to cross out the name of the item and 
replace it with their significant other’s name. 

Then in turn, have them say, “I want to replace (name of significant other) because he/she is…” and read their 
reasons.

Everyone loves this game! The guest with the most outlandish list wins.

IT’S A SHAME
You will need two decks of cards, and several game prizes wrapped and on display. Give each guest 3–4 cards out 
of one of the decks. From the second deck, call the cards one at a time by name and suit. The first guest with 



IT’S A SHAME (cont’d)
a card matching one you’ve called chooses a gift, takes it to her seat, and hides it behind her back, under her 
catalog, etc. When all the gifts have been taken, continue to call cards—but now, the guest with the named card 
must say, “It’s a shame, but I want the gift that [name] has” and steal the gift from that person. When you have 
gone through the second deck, the guests with the gifts in hand get to keep them. 

HOT POTATO
Hand a guest a wrapped gift. Turn your back and tell the guests to start passing the gift around as fast as they can. 
When you say “Scentsy,” the passing stops, and the person with their hands on the box must sit down. Repeat this 
until only one person is left. She is the winner and gets to keep the gift.

PASS THE GIFT
Give a small wrapped gift to the Host, then have the group pass it around according to either set of instructions 
below. The guest holding the gift at the end gets to keep it.

Version 1
You can’t keep the gift but please no tears.
Give it to the one you’ve known for the longest amount of years.
Take the gift and look around,
and give it to someone with eyes of brown.
Please look around with eyes discreet
and give it to the one with the cutest shoes on their feet.
Now you pass the gift to someone who is short or small
And now hand it to someone who is very tall.
Please, take your time and don’t be harried.
Give it to the one who is longest married.
You must be proud of your married life,
But you must pass this on to the newest wife.
You can’t keep it, you must share.
Please pass it to the one with the longest hair.
We come here to party, to shop, and to dine
Pass to the one who will likely drink the most wine!
Some of you walked, some came in a car
The gift now goes to the one who came from afar.
She doesn’t get to keep it, so please have pity
You have to pass it to someone who was born in this city.
We’re still going to pass it, it’s not going to linger
So pass it on to the gal with the most rings on her fingers.
You still have a chance so have no fear
If you are the one with a birthday near.
Now don’t get cross and please don’t fight,
But pass it to the person who is the fifth on your right.
We should stop now, don’t you agree?
The gift is yours to open and see.

Version 2
Pass to the lady who arrived first
With the most children
Who is the tallest
Who’s been married the longest



PASS THE GIFT (cont’d)
With the largest earrings
With the most grandchildren
With the most buttons
Who lost the most weight
With the bluest eyes
With the most rings
With the longest hair
Who walked through the door last
On the right
And she wins!

PIN DIVE
This may sound easy but it’s not! You’ll need a bag of rice (long grain works best), large mixing bowl, blindfold, and 
small or medium safety pins. 

Fill a large mixing bowl half full with rice. Mix in about 50 safety pins. In turn, blindfold each guest and have them 
try to grab as many pins as they can in 30 seconds. You’ll be amazed at how competitive everyone gets!

HOLIDAYS
BUY BY THE COLOR
If certain colors apply to the month—like green for St. Patrick’s Day; red, white, and blue for the Fourth of July; red 
and green for Christmas—offer a prize to the guest who orders the most items in those colors.

IS IT SPRING YET?
Guess which “spring” matches the clues below. 

1. Important part of a wristwatch (Main spring)
2. Your children are your (Offspring)
3. Used by a swimmer and a high diver (Spring board)
4. A type of cake pan (Springform)
5. The December Bride (Spring Byington)
6. Name of a song (Spring Time)
7. Lazy feeling often associated with spring (Spring fever)
8. City in Massachusetts, Missouri, and Ohio (Springfield)
9. Clear liquid that’s good for you (Spring water)
10. Thorough cleaning of the home in March, April or May (Spring cleaning)

EASTER IN THE PARK
Give each guest a piece of paper and a Scentsy catalog to lean on. Tell them to draw the following scene according 
to your directions.

Start by telling them that their paper is a park on a spring day.

1. Draw a pond in the middle of your park.
2. The sun is shining high in the sky.
3. There is an Easter basket under the tree.



EASTER IN THE PARK (cont’d)
4. There are birds flying over the water.
5. One of the eggs hatched. Draw a baby chick by the basket.
6. There are kids playing ball in the park.
7. Write the date that Easter falls on this year.
8. There is an Easter basket under the tree.
9. Draw a sailboat on your pond.
10. There is a big tree on the right side of the park.
11. There are eggs in the basket.

Reward points based on the following:
5 points if your sailboat has more than 1 sail
10 points if your sun has rays
5 points if you drew a ball for the kids to play with
1 point for every egg that is touching the basket
5 points if your chick is on the ground and not in the tree
5 points if you knew that Easter was on _____ this year
1 point for every bird in the sky
10 points if your kids have faces and aren’t just circles

HAPPY EASTER BUNNY
Give each guest a piece of paper and a Scentsy catalog to lean on. Have guests close their eyes while they draw 
what you describe:

1. Draw a circle for the bunny’s head and another for his body. 
2. Draw two legs and feet on your bunny. 
3. Now give your bunny two arms and hands. 
4. Put a face on your bunny (don’t forget the whiskers) 
5. Draw an Easter basket on the ground next to your bunny. 
6. Put a carrot in your bunny’s left hand. 
7. Now go and put Easter eggs in your basket. 
8. Oops! Forgot his cottontail! Put a tail on your bunny. 
9. Write “Happy Easter” at the top of the page.

Award points based on the following:
5 points if the bunny’s face is in the circle for the head
5 points if the head and body touch
10 points if the tail is touching the bunny at all
25 points if the eggs are decorated
20 points if at least two eggs made it into the basket
10 points if at least one egg made it into the basket
5 points if the carrot touches the bunny at all
5 points if the basket is on the ground next to the bunny
10 points if “Happy Easter” is legible

BUNNIES & CHICKS
Hide 20 Easter eggs around the room. These can be plastic eggs, colored paper eggs, or jellybeans. Divide guests 
into two teams—the Bunnies and the Chicks—and appoint a captain for each. Give the captain a basket for 
collecting eggs. Then, have the teams hunt for eggs. When a Bunny finds an egg, she must hop until her captain 
comes and picks up the egg. When a Chick finds an egg, she must “cheep” until her captain picks up the egg. When 
all the eggs are found, the team with the most wins. 



EASTER EGG GAME
Write descriptions for small prizes on slips of paper and insert one each into plastic Easter eggs. You can choose 
how many prizes/eggs you’d like to offer. Prizes can all be small or you could include one $20 item you have 
preselected from the catalog. Also make a few slips of paper that say “Book a party” and insert these into eggs.

Have guests choose an egg. Give them the prize that’s on their slip. If the egg says to book a party, ask the guest if 
they’ll do so. Offer an extra gift the day of their party if they do book. 

EASTER EGG GAME II
Write descriptions for small prizes on slips of paper and insert one each into plastic Easter eggs (or include the 
prizes inside the eggs). You can choose how many prizes/eggs you’d like to offer. 

Have guests complete the following phrases, and those with the most correct can choose an egg and win the prize 
inside. 

Easter _____ (basket, bonnet, Lily, dinner, etc.)
Peter _____ (cottontail, rabbit)
______ Service (Church)
______ Parade (Easter)
Colored _____ (eggs)

Feel free to add as many Easter phrases as you’d like.

VARIATION: This works for all holidays but substitute numbered valentines, Christmas ornaments, pumpkins, 
shamrocks, flags, etc.

BUNNY PARTS
Guess these bunny parts:

Potatoes have these (Eyes)
Gillette made a fortune on these (Whiskers)
Some people think these are lucky (Feet)
Found in a cornfield (Ears)
A table has (Legs)
Type of tree (Fur)
Where you hit the nail (Head)
Opposite of “yes-es” (Nose)

EASTER TRIVIA
What is another name for the Easter bunny? (Peter Cottontail)
What day begins the Lent or Easter season? (Ash Wednesday)
What day ends the season? (Easter Sunday) 
What Easter symbol, according to mythology, is the sign for fertility? (The rabbit)
Using the bunny as an Easter symbol has its origins in what country? (Germany)
Before Easter baskets were introduced, what did children use? (Boys used caps; girls used bonnets.)
What is the flower of Easter? (Easter Lily) 
In the Christian religion, why is Easter celebrated? (The re-birth of Christ)
Who was president when the first Easter egg roll took place at the White House? (James Madison. His wife,
Dolly, suggested they do it.)
The Arundel Cathedral hosts what spectacular event every year at Easter? (The Carpet of Flowers)



EASTER TRIVIA (cont’d)
The egg is a symbol for what? (New life)
What is the Australian version of the Easter bunny? (The Easter Bilby)
What candy besides chocolate is most popular at Easter time? (Jellybeans)

SPRINGTIME FLOWERS 
Give each guest a piece of paper and have them spell SPRINGTIME down the left side. Next to each letter, tell 
them to write the name of a flower that begins with that letter. Award one point for each flower not duplicated by 
another player. Here are some examples:

S: Sunflower, Strawflower, Sweet pea, Snowball 
P: Petunia, Pansy, Peony, Poppy 
R: Rose, Rhododendron, Ruby Lily, Rosemary 
I: Iris, Impatiens, Ironweed, Indian Pink 
N: Narcissus, Nasturtium, Night phlox 
G: Geranium, Gladiolus, Gardenia, Goldenrod 
T: Tulip, Tiger Lily, Thistle, Trillium 
I: Indian Pipe, Indian Paintbrush 
M: Marigold, Magnolia, Morning Glory, Mum 
E: Evening Primrose, Easter lily, Edelweiss, Eglantine 
 
MOTHER’S NAME GAME
Have guests name these famous mothers:

1. The first First Lady (Martha Washington)
2. Made the first flag (Betsy Ross)
3. Her cupboard was bare (Old Mother Hubbard)
4. Joined the Peace Corps at age 70 (Lillian Carter)
5. Her husband was a Civil Rights leader (Coretta Scott King)
6. Her husband was shot at Ford’s Theater (Mary Todd Lincoln)
7. Became an artist at age 70 (Grandma Moses)
8. Mom to J.F.K. (Rose Kennedy)
9. Princess Diana’s mother-in-law (Queen Elizabeth)
10. Mommie Dearest (Joan Crawford)
11. Mother of all humankind (Eve)
12. You don’t mess with her (Mother Nature)

HALLOWEEN DRAWING GAME
Give each guest a piece of paper and a Scentsy catalog to lean on. Tell them to draw the following according to 
your directions.

1. Draw a pumpkin in the center of your page.
2. Put some bats above the pumpkin.
3. Draw a moon in the upper left corner.
4. Oops! Please put eyes and a nose on your pumpkin.
5. Put a spider web in the lower right hand corner.
6. Did I ask you to put a stem on top of your pumpkin? Please do that now!
7. Draw some bones below your pumpkin.
8. Draw a ghost on your paper. (Remember, ghosts are invisible!)
9. Please draw a witch’s broom to the left of the pumpkin.



HALLOWEEN DRAWING GAME (cont’d)
10. Oh, yes, please put a spider in that web.
Award points as follows:
3 points if your pumpkin is in the middle of the page
1 point for every bat
2 points if the moon is in the left corner
2 points for the nose and each eye that is on the pumpkin
2 points if the web is in the lower right corner
4 points for the stem on top of the pumpkin
1 point for each bone
3 points if you can find the ghost
2 points if the broom is to the left of the pumpkin
10 points if the spider is in the web

HOLIDAY NAME GAME/ICEBREAKER
Have guests introduce themselves using a word related to Christmas that starts with the first letter of their name 
(for example, Mary Mistletoe or Susie Snowflake). Each person, in turn, tells the names of the people before them 
and then adds their name to the end of the list. If a guest misses a name, they are eliminated. The last person 
standing is the winner. 

SNOWMAN DRAWING GAME
Give each guest a piece of paper and a Scentsy catalog to lean on. Tell them to close their eyes and draw the 
following according to your directions.

1. Draw a circle the size of a half dollar in the middle of your paper.
2. You’re drawing a Snowman so make one large and one small circle to complete the body.
3. Put two eyes on his head.
4. Give him two arms.
5. Give him a carrot nose.
6. He needs a broom to hold.
7. Go back to his face and give him a big smile.
8. He needs buttons down the front. Give him three.
9. Finish by putting a hat on his head and a pipe in his mouth.

Award points as follows:
5 points if all three circles touch each other
5 points if the broom touches anywhere on either arm
5 points for each eye in the smallest circle
5 points if the smile touches the small circle anywhere
5 points for each button in the middle circle
5 points if the hat touches his head anywhere
5 points if the pipe touches his mouth

SANTA CLAUS DRAWING GAME
Give each guest a sheet of paper and pencil. Ask them to sketch Santa Claus while following your step-by-step 
instructions. Sounds easy? There’s one little catch—they must close their eyes while they draw!

1. Draw a circle for his body.
2. Draw a smaller circle for his head.
3. Draw his left leg.



SANTA CLAUS DRAWING GAME (cont’d)
4. Draw his right arm and hand.
5. Draw his nose on his head.
6. Draw his boot on the left leg. 
7. Draw his right leg. 
8. Draw his eyes.
9. Draw the sack beside Santa.
10. Draw his beard. 
11. Draw his boot on the right leg.
12. Draw his left arm and hand. 
13. Draw a present in the sack.
14. Draw gloves on his hands.
15. Draw a hat on his head.

Award points as follows:
10 for each leg touching the body circle
15 for a nose within the head circle
20 for each boot that touches a leg anywhere
25 for both eyes within the head circle 
35 for both gloves touching both hands anywhere 
40 if the present is in the sack
40 for both arms attached to the body circle 
50 if the beard is somewhere on his face
75 if the hat is touching his head anywhere

NAME THAT CHRISTMAS CAROL
Guess these lines from popular Christmas songs. 

1. Just like the ones I used to know (White Christmas)
2. Dashing through the snow (Jingle Bells)
3. Joyful and triumphant (O Come All Ye Faithful)
4. No room for a bed (Away in the Manger)
5. Glory to the newborn king (Hark the Herald Angels Sing)
6. That glorious song of old (It Came Upon a Midnight Clear)
7. Down came good old Santa Claus (Up On the Rooftop)
8. Who laid to rest (What Child is This)
9. Come they told me (Little Drummer Boy)
10. A happy jolly soul (Frosty the Snowman)
11. Oh you better be good (Santa Claus is Coming to Town)
12. Bearing gifts we travel so far (We Three Kings)
13. Fa La La La La (Deck the Halls)
14. One foggy Christmas Eve (Rudolph the Red-Nose Reindeer)
15. Eight maids a’ milking (12 Days of Christmas)
16. All is calm, all is bright (Silent Night)
17. And heaven and nature sing (Joy to the World)
18. A thrill of hope (O Holy Night) 
19. It’s Christmas time in the city (Silver Bells)
20. Was to harken poor shepherds (Noel)



LET’S GO CAROLING
Fill in the blanks below. 
 
1. Away in the _______ (Manger)
2. God Rest Ye Merry _______ (Gentlemen)
3. It Came Upon a Midnight_______ (Clear)
4. Hark the Herald _______(Angels)
5. _______ Old St. Nicholas (Jolly)
6. _______ Bells (Jingle)
7. _______ to the World (Joy)
8. _______ the Halls (Deck)
9. Little town of  _____ (Bethlemen)
10. Come All Ye _______ (Faithful)

HOW MANY CAN YOU FIND?
Give guests paper and a pen. Have everyone look around the room and write down an item that begins with each 
of the letters C H R I S T M A S. The first one with an item for every letter wins.

REINDEER NAMES
Give guests paper and a pen, and have them list the names of all nine reindeer. Make it harder by having them list 
the names in alphabetical order.

Here are the names: Blitzen, Comet, Cupid, Dancer, Dasher, Donner, Prancer, Rudolph, Vixen

Tiebreaker: Who sang the original Rudolph the Red Nose Reindeer? (Gene Autry)

HOLIDAY BINGO
Give guests paper and a pen, and have them write down six items associated with Christmas. After everyone is 
done, have one guest start the game by naming one of her listed items. Each guest with that item on her list has 
to cross it off. The next guest then calls an item from her list, and play continues around the room until a guest 
crosses off all her items. She wins!

CHRISTMAS TRIVIA I
1. What color is the Grinch? (Green)
2. What was Rudolph’s punishment for his red nose? (Couldn’t play any reindeer games)
3. How many pipers piping did my true love give to me? (11)
4. In Do You Hear What I Hear? what was dancing in the night? (Stars)
5. What do you hear on every street corner? (Silver bells)
6. What did Grandma get run over by? (A reindeer)
7. What was Brenda Lee doing around the Christmas tree? (Rocking)
8. What does the government mail on December 26? (Tax forms)
9. What does Johnny want for Christmas? (A pair of skates)
10. Jingle Bells chime in jingle bell time in what song? (Jingle Bell Rock)
11. Visions of what danced through the children’s heads? (Sugar plums)
12. What popular toy was named after Theodore Roosevelt? (Teddy bear)
13. What Frankenstein actor was the voice of the Grinch? (Boris Karloff)
14. What is the name of the most famous Christmas ballet? (Nutcracker)



 CHRISTMAS TRIVIA II
1. Who wrote A Christmas Carol? (Charles Dickens)
2. What is Scrooge’s favorite two-word phrase? (Bah humbug)
3. What country is credited with creating eggnog? (United States)
4. How many horses pull the sleigh in Jingle Bells? (One)
5. Which three reindeer names begin with D? (Dasher, Dancer, Donner)
6. What day of the year is considered the busiest shopping day? (The day after Thanksgiving)
7. Who said, “Don’t you cry, I’ll be back again someday”? (Frosty the Snowman)
8. What is Scrooge’s first name? (Ebenezer)

CHRISTMAS TRIVIA III
1. What do you normally hang on a Christmas tree first? (Lights)
2. Name a popular type of tree topper. (Angel/Star)
3. What do English children expect to find their presents in? (Their stockings)
4. How many points on a Christmas tree star? (Five)
5. On what date are gifts given in Italy? (January 6)
6. What does the “X” in “Xmas” stand for? (Christ)
7. What saint brought Christmas to Ireland in the fifth century? (St. Patrick)
8. What holiday film annually appears on television more than 300 times? (It’s a Wonderful Life)
9. According to superstition, what do cattle do at midnight on Christmas Eve? (Speak)
 
CHRISTMAS TRIVIA IV
1. What romantic tradition did England save while others allowed it to perish? (Kissing under the mistletoe)
2. What is the “flower of the night” in Mexico? (Poinsettia)
3. Of the 365 days in a year, what number is Christmas Day? (359)
4. What German tradition has never gained mass acceptance by the French?  (Christmas tree)
5. What plant creation is hung on doors during Christmas time? (Wreath)
6. On what day do French parents exchange presents? (New Year’s Day)
7. According to superstition, what happens to bread baked on Christmas? (It never gets moldy.)
8. On what date do Mexican children receive their gifts? (January 6)
9. What department store chain is responsible for Rudolph? (Montgomery Wards)
10. Why are holly berries dangerous? (They’re poisonous.)  
11. In what country did the manger scene debut? (Greece, Spain, Italy, or Germany)
12. What direction did the star lead the three kings? (Westward)

CHRISTMAS RIDDLES
1. What reindeer could be seen on Valentine’s Day? (Cupid) 
2. What should you leave in the snow before you go into the house? (Footprints)
3. What kind of toe does not belong in your shoe? (Mistletoe)
4. What kind of man never sits by a fireplace? (Snowman)  
5. Which reindeer runs the fastest? (Dasher)
6. What kind of tree keeps you warm? (Fir tree) 
7. The only direction Santa can go from his home? (South)
8. What does Santa do in his garden? (Ho, ho, ho)
9. When do you see a snowball fight? (When the snowball gets mad at someone)
10. Why did Santa eat his walking stick? (It was a candy cane)
11. Which reindeer can you see in outer space? (Comet)
12. What do you get when you eat snow? (Frostbite)
13. How are snowflakes like fingerprints? (No two are the same.)
14. In what way are all Christmas stockings the same? (They all fit only one foot.)



CHRISTMAS ANSWERS
1. Liza Minnelli’s other last name (Garland)
2. Adam’s partner (Eve)
3. Burnett, O’Connor, and Channing (Carols)
4. Your answer at a roll call (Present)
5. Abcdefghijkmnopqrstuvwxyz (Noel—No “L”)
6. What would happen if it showered does, bucks, and fawns? (Reindeer)
7. What every aspiring actress wants to become (Star)
8. In the nursery rhyme, what Jack jumped over (Candlestick)
9. Flash, lamp, lantern, chandelier (Lights)
10. A trio of intelligent males (3 Wise Men)
11. Young southern women (Belles)
12. Blondie and Dogwood’s daughter (Cookie)
13. Ms. Derek and Mr. Bridges (Bows)
14. 52 in a deck (Cards)
15. Hollywood’s nickname, _____Town (Tinsel)

THE FROSTY FAMILY LEFT/RIGHT GAME
Use a wrapped gift or a gift bag with a gift inside (or several, depending on the crowd size). 

Hand the gift(s) to a guest(s). To play the game, tell guests you’re going to read a story and that, every time they 
hear the word “right” or “left,” they must pass the gift/bag in that direction. The person holding the gift at the end 
gets to keep it!

Here’s the story:

Once upon a time in Snowman Land there lived a lonely snowman. One day, as he LEFT for work, he saw a cute 
snow lady who had moved in RIGHT next door. After work that day, he was determined to meet that snow lady 
RIGHT away. RIGHT off the bat, they fell in love. After a short engagement, they were married and LEFT, that’s 
RIGHT, they LEFT on their honeymoon RIGHT away (to the North Pole, of course). Well, by the time they returned, 
they had a bouncing little snow baby. At that time, Mama Frosty decided it was time she LEFT her high-stress job 
in the city and become a Scentsy Consultant. She could work RIGHT from home and she started making money 
RIGHT away and soon learned it was a perfect business for a young mother. The only thing that worried her was 
hearing that so many of the Consultants earn trips to Hawaii and that idea LEFT her melting a little. RIGHT then 
she decided to earn trips to China or Switzerland or other places that LEFT her feeling more solid! Scentsy could 
be RIGHT for you, if you need flexibility in your life. Mama had much more time for her snow kids and they were 
always glad she was RIGHT there whenever they had one of their big snowball fights. RIGHT off the bat, someone 
would get hit RIGHT in the eye or RIGHT in the nose or the sneaky little guy would get them RIGHT down the 
back. They always needed Mama to remind them that snow kids don’t get too hurt from the snowballs, so that 
LEFT them feeling much better. Special times are always RIGHT around the corner in Snowman Land. So, you 
on my RIGHT and you on my LEFT (I am not sure I said LEFT as often as I did RIGHT so here: LEFT, LEFT, LEFT...
that’s RIGHT), I have a party to do RIGHT now...so let’s do a LEFT, LEFT, LEFT... RIGHT, that’s good. And now let’s go 
straight to the lucky person who gets to keep our special snowball gift and watch them open it RIGHT away.

THE 13 CHALLENGE
Award prizes to guests who commit to:

1. Hosting a party on Friday the 13th
2. Having 13 or more guests in attendance
3. Having 13 paid outside orders



THE 13 CHALLENGE (cont’d)
4. Selling 13 of any one item
5. Having $130 in orders before their party starts

FINISH THE SUPERSTITION
Award 13 points for each correct answer. The guest with the most points wins!

1. If your nose itches it means (you’re going to kiss a fool) 
2. If you sing before breakfast, you’ll (cry before supper)
3. If your ear burns, it means (someone is talking about you)
4. If the wick of a burning candle is pointing towards you, you’ll (get a letter)
5. When you see a pin, be sure to (pick it up) 
6. If your right hand itches, you (will receive money)
7. If you drop a fork, it means (a woman will call you soon)
8. If you spill salt you should (throw a pinch over your left shoulder)
9. Whenever you boast of good fortune, be sure to (knock on wood)
10. If you should pass a load of hay, (make a wish)  
11. If a black cat runs in front of you, you (will have bad luck)

LUCKY 13 GAME
Award 13 points to anyone who fits the descriptions below. The guest with the most points wins!

Do you/were you:
 
Have 13 buttons on your outfit?
Have 13 letters in your full name?
Have 13 coins in your purse?
Have exactly 13 cents in change in your purse or wallet?
Born on the 13th (double points if it was a Friday)?
Married on the 13th (triple points if it was a Friday)?
Wear a size 13 in clothes?
Wear a size 13 shoe (or 6 1/2, because that doubled equals 13)
Have 13 children or grandchildren or combination of both?
Have 13 in your address?
Have 13 in your phone number?
Have 13 pieces of jewelry on?
Have 13 Scentsy items in your home?!

HOLIDAY TIC TAC TOE
Give guests paper and a pen. Ask them to draw a Tic Tac Toe and fill in the nine squares with words relating to the 
closest holiday. Then, call off your own list of words, and have guests cross off the words if they have them on their 
paper. The first person to get a Tic Tac Toe is the winner. 
 
Here are some examples of holiday words:
Valentine’s Day: heart, red, candy, kiss, love, cupid, flowers, arrows, chocolate, roses, cards  
St. Patrick’s Day: green, leprechaun, gold, shamrock, Ireland, clover, lucky, blarney
Easter: jellybeans, bunnies, baskets, eggs, chocolate, church, Christ, bonnets, hunts, lilies, spring
Fourth of July: fireworks, red, white, blue, flag, parade, cookout, independence, liberty
Halloween: ghost, candy, bat, pumpkin, costume, party, spirits, bones, skeleton, witch
Thanksgiving: turkey, drumstick, pumpkin, gourd, gobble, feather, carve, blessings
Christmas: Santa, manger, ornaments, mistletoe, eggnog, gifts, bells, carolers, Jesus, tree, tinsel



BRIDAL SHOWERS
BRIDAL SHOWER LEFT/RIGHT GAME
Use a wrapped gift or a gift bag with a gift inside (or several, depending on the crowd size). 

Hand the gift(s) to a guest(s). To play the game, tell guests you’re going to read a toast and that, every time they 
hear the word “right” or “left,” they must pass the gift/bag in that direction. The person holding the gift at the end 
gets to keep it!

Here’s the toast:

I want to thank you again for coming tonight, and helping (name of bride) start married life RIGHT. It’s important to 
have the RIGHT friends in life to help her learn how to be a good wife. It’s LEFT to (name of groom)’s friends to do 
their part, to soften up his masculine heart. We hope that they’re teaching, with all of their might, that it’s of no use 
to argue, because we women know...we’re always RIGHT!

LOVERS’ VOCABULARY 
Hand guests papers with these scrambled words on them. The first guest to unscramble all of the words wins a 
prize! You may want to set a timer for five minutes or so.
 
1. teethearsw (Sweetheart)
2. missrope (Promises)
3. direb (Bride)
4. yenho (Honey)
5. palsrospo (Proposals)
6. reda (Dear) 
7. widnged singr (Wedding rings) 
8. ringlad (Darling) 
9. korenb ratshe (Broken hearts) 
10. voel (Love)
11. elvo lstreet (Love letters) 
12. guh (Hug)
13. gtegeamnen ginrs (Engagement rings)
14. skis (Kiss) 
15. nonomoyeh (Honeymoon)

ANN LANDERS GAME
At a bridal shower, divide the guests into two groups, then say, “We all know there are bound to be a few spats the 
first year of marriage. So, to help our bride-to-be, I’d like us to share some common problems and solutions.” Have 
each guest in one group write down a type of problem they’ve encountered during their first year of marriage, and 
guests in the other half write ONLY solutions to some type of problem. After everyone’s done writing, take turns 
having a person in the first group read her problem and a person in the second group read her solution. 


